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We study multiplicity correlations of hadrons in forward and backward hemispheres in pp inelastic 
interactions at energies 200 GeV ≤ √

s ≤ 13 TeV within the microscopic quark–gluon string model. The 
model correctly describes (i) the almost linear dependence of average multiplicity in one hemisphere on 
the particle multiplicity in other hemisphere in the centre-of-mass frame; (ii) the increase of the slope 
parameter bcorr with rising collision energy; (iii) the quick falloff of the correlation strength with increase 
of the midrapidity gap; (iv) saturation of the forward–backward correlations at very high multiplicities. 
Investigation of the sub-processes on partonic level reveals that these features can be attributed to short-
range partonic correlations within a single string and superposition of several sub-processes containing 
different numbers of soft and hard Pomerons with different mean multiplicities. If the number of 
Pomerons in the event is fixed, no forward–backward correlations are observed. Predictions are made 
for the top LHC energy 

√
s = 13 TeV.

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction

The study of correlations between particles, produced in had-
ronic or nuclear collisions at high energies, can help us to re-
veal dynamical features of multiparticle production [1,2]. Among 
the first correlations measured in hadronic interactions, primarily 
(anti)proton–proton ones, were the multiplicity correlations be-
tween hadrons emitted in forward and in backward hemispheres, 
respectively, in the centre-of-mass frame of the reaction. These cor-
rections were extensively studied, e.g., by the UA5 Collaboration in 
p̄p collisions at ISR energies from 

√
s = 200 GeV to 900 GeV [3–5]. 

The linear dependence of the average multiplicity of particles emit-
ted in forward hemisphere 〈nF 〉 on the particle multiplicity in 
backward hemisphere nB , and vice versa, has been reported in [6]

〈nF (nB)〉 = a + bcorrnB , (1)

where
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SCOAP3.
bcorr = 〈nF nB〉 − 〈nF 〉2

〈n2
F 〉 − 〈nF 〉2

. (2)

Later on the linear dependence of the forward–backward (FB) cor-
relations was also observed in pp and p̄p collisions at lower and 
higher energies, varying from plab = 32 GeV/c (

√
s = 7.86 GeV) [7]

and plab = 250 GeV/c (
√

s = 22 GeV) [8] to c.m. energies 0.3 ≤√
s ≤ 1.8 TeV [9]. At Large Hadron Collider (LHC), ALICE Collabora-

tion has confirmed the linear rise of 〈nB 〉 with increasing nF in pp
collisions at 

√
s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV [10]. Note that the distribu-

tion 〈nF (nB)〉 deviates from linear behaviour in the range of high 
particle multiplicities. In e+e− annihilation, in contrast, only very 
weak FB correlations were found [11,12]. These peculiarities attract 
significant attention of theorists; see, e.g., [13–23] and references 
therein.

Nowadays, the interest to the correlation phenomena in had-
ronic interactions is raised because of the search for collective phe-
nomena, such as anisotropic flow, in these collisions. In the case of 
heavy ion collisions, superposition of the first flow harmonics can 
explain the characteristic long range correlations in rapidity space 
colloquially known as ridge (see [24,25] and references therein). 
Similar structure was found in high multiplicity pp collisions as 
well [26]. It remains an open question still whether or not the 
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ridge in pp interactions is an initial-state or rather final-state (i.e., 
collective) effect. The study of the FB correlations can shed light 
on the origin of long range correlations emerging in hadronic col-
lisions at ultrarelativistic energies.

Application of quark–gluon string model (QGSM) [27–31] for 
the description of FB correlations in pp and p̄p collisions at plab =
32 GeV/c [7] was probably the first attempt to uncover the role 
of different sub-processes of particle production in the formation 
of FB correlations within the Monte Carlo (MC) microscopic model. 
Subsequently, these correlations were studied in pp and p̄p col-
lisions at higher energies within several microscopic models [20,
32–35]. What about the quark–gluon string model? Obviously, the 
set of diagrams describing the variety of partonic sub-processes at 
hundreds and thousands GeV differs from that corresponding to 
ten GeV. The relative contribution of each diagram also depends 
on the collision energy. Therefore, our present study is focused on 
pp interactions in the energy range 0.9 ≤ √

s ≤ 13 TeV. A brief de-
scription of the basic principles of QGSM is given in Sec. 2. The 
forward–backward multiplicity correlations are studied in Sec. 3. In 
particular, we demonstrate absence of the FB correlations in each 
sub-class of events and appearance of strong positive correlations 
within the whole event sample. Obtained results are also com-
pared with the available experimental data. Conclusions are drawn 
in Sec. 4.

2. Quark–gluon string model

Both the quark–gluon string model [27–29] and the dual par-
ton model [32] are based on the 1/N series expansion [36,37] of 
the amplitude for a QCD process. This approach is also known as 
topological expansion. For high energy processes with small mo-
mentum transfer there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the diagrams arising in the topological expansion and the graphs 
corresponding to the exchange of Regge singularities, Reggeons 
and Pomerons, in the Reggeon field theory (RFT) [38,39]. Thus, 
the QGSM obeys the requirements of unitarity and analyticity. The 
amplitudes of multiparticle processes are found by cutting the di-
agrams in the s-channel. This procedure leads to formation of new 
objects, quark–gluon strings, which fragment into new hadrons 
and resonances during the breakup stage.

The Monte Carlo version of QGSM used for present calculations 
has been employed for the description of hadronic, nuclear and 
hadron–nucleus interactions, e.g., in [7,30,31,40–43]. Although the 
model contains a rich set of pre-asymptotic diagrams for hadron–
hadron collisions at intermediate energies, at ultrarelativistic ener-
gies its number significantly shrinks. Here the total cross section 
of pp interaction consists of just few terms, namely

σ
pp

tot (s) = σel + σP (s) + σS D(s) + σD D(s) , (3)

where the terms in the rhs represent the cross sections of elastic, 
(multi)Pomeron, single-diffractive and double-diffractive processes, 
respectively. Diagrams corresponding to last three processes are 
shown in Fig. 1. To find the cross sections of single-diffractive and 
double-diffractive processes displayed in Fig. 1(c)–(g) we use the 
parameterization [43] of the QGSM calculations made in [44]

σS D(s) = 0.68
(
1 + 36 s−1) ln (0.6 + 0.2 s) , (4)

σD D(s) = 1.65 + 0.27 ln s . (5)

It follows from the Froissart bound σtot ∝ (ln s)2 that the cross sec-
tion of the diffractive processes should rise as σD ∝ ln s. Indeed, 
both σS D(s) and σD D(s) in Eqs. (4), (5) obey this asymptotic rela-
tion.
Fig. 1. Diagrams taken into account in QGSM in the modelling of pp interactions at 
ultrarelativistic energies: (a) multi-Pomeron exchange, (b) (semi)hard gluon–gluon 
interaction and soft Pomeron exchange, (c)–(d) single diffraction with high-mass 
and low-mass excitation, (e)–(f) double diffraction with low-mass and high-mass 
excitation, (g) central diffraction.

At ultrarelativistic energies, the processes going via exchange 
of soft Pomerons, shown in Fig. 1(a), should be completed by the 
hard Pomeron exchanges which lead to formation of hadronic jets, 
see Fig. 1(b). This feature is attributed to all RFT-based MC models 
designed for the description of ultrarelativistic hadron–hadron and 
heavy-ion collisions [32,40,45–47]. By means of the Abramovskii–
Gribov–Kancheli (AGK) cutting rules [48] the inelastic nondiffrac-
tive cross section is expressed as

σN D(s) =
∑

i, j=0;i+ j≥1

σi j(s) , (6)

where

σi j(s) = 2π

∞∫
0

bdb exp
[
−2uR(s,b)

]
(7)

×
[

2uR
sof t(s,b)

]i

i!
[
2uR

hard(s,b)
] j

j! .

Here b is the impact parameter, and superscript R indicates real 
part of the eikonal u(s, b) = usof t(s, b) + uhard(s, b). According to 
[49], both soft and hard eikonals can be cast in a form

uR
s/h(s,b) = zs/h(s) exp

[
− β2

4λs/h(s)

]
, (8)

zs/h(s) = γP

λs/h(s)

(
s

s0

)�

, (9)

λs/h(s) = R2
P + α′

P ln

(
s

s0

)
. (10)

The quantities γP and R P are Pomeron–nucleon vertex parame-
ters, αP (0) and α′

P are the intercept and the slope of the Pomeron 
trajectory, respectively, � ≡ αP − 1, and s0 is a scale parameter. 
Numerical values of the principal parameters are listed in Table 1. 
The relative contributions of soft and hard Pomerons to particle 
spectra are energy dependent. At LHC energies the number of hard 
Pomerons per a single pp collision significantly increases, thus 
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Table 1
Parameters of the soft and hard Pomerons used 
in the current version of the QGSM.

Parameter Soft Pomeron Hard Pomeron

γP 1.27475 0.021
R P 2.0 2.4
αP (0) 1.15615 1.3217
α′

P 0.25 0

Fig. 2. Distributions 〈nB 〉(nF ) for rapidity interval 0 ≤ η ≤ 4 in NSD pp collisions at 
(a) √s = 200 GeV, (b) 546 GeV and (c) 900 GeV. Open triangles and circles indicate 
contributions of soft processes and all processes, respectively. Data from [4] are 
shown by open squares.

making the pT -spectrum of secondaries harder, in full accord with 
the experimental data, see [43]. At very high energies one has to 
take into consideration Pomeron–Pomeron interactions described 
by the enhanced diagrams [50,51], which may cause the violation 
of the AGK cutting rules [52,53]. However, these diagrams are not 
implemented in the current version of MC QGSM.

Finally, the Field–Feynman algorithm [54] is employed to de-
scribe the fragmentation of strings with given quark content, mass 
and momentum into hadrons. The breakup of a string proceeds 
from the both edges with equal probabilities under the require-
ment of energy–momentum conservation and preservation of the 
quark content. Since no string–string interaction is taken into ac-
count, QGSM reveals only short-range correlations of hadrons in 
the rapidity space. Further details of the model can be found else-
where [27–31,43].

3. Results and discussion

QGSM successfully describes FB multiplicity correlations in 
hadronic interactions at energies below 

√
s = 100 GeV [7,8]. To 

examine the energy dependence of forward–backward correlations 
in pp collisions at higher energies, the interactions were generated 
at 

√
s = 200, 546 and 900 GeV. For each energy ca. one million 

non-single diffractive events were selected. Average multiplicities 
of charged hadrons emitted in backward hemisphere as function of 
charged particle yield in forward hemisphere in non-single diffrac-
tive (NSD) pp collisions are displayed in Fig. 2 together with the 
available experimental results of UA5 [4] collaboration. Recall, that 
the cross section of p̄p annihilation process drops quickly with 
rising collision energy, thus making possible comparison of pp cal-
Fig. 3. Multiplicity distributions of charged hadrons in NSD pp collisions at √s =
7 TeV. Full circles and full squares denote all events and double-diffractive events 
together with all hard Pomerons, respectively. Other distributions are for the pro-
cesses with 1, 2, etc. soft Pomerons and all hard Pomerons.

culations with the p̄p data. To clarify the role of hard processes, 
Fig. 2 shows separately the FB correlations extracted from the 
model calculations with and without the hard Pomeron exchanges. 
The full distributions are fitted also to linear dependence given by 
Eq. (1).

It is worth mentioning several features. (i) The shapes of the 
〈nB〉(nF ) distributions are almost linear, except for very high nF
multiplicities. (ii) The slope parameter bcorr increases with ris-
ing 

√
s from 0.46 ± 0.01 at 

√
s = 200 GeV to 0.59 ± 0.02 at √

s = 900 GeV. (iii) QGSM calculations agree well with the UA5 
data at 546 GeV and 900 GeV. (iv) There is no significant difference 
in FB multiplicity correlations between the model calculations with 
and without the hard processes, i.e. the forward–backward correla-
tions arise mainly due to the soft processes. But, as was mentioned 
in Sec. 2, the model possesses only the short-range correlations 
due to the dynamics of string break-up. We have to scrutinize, 
therefore, the FB correlations arising in the sub-processes of mul-
tiparticle production in QGSM.

3.1. Forward–backward multiplicity correlations in different 
sub-processes

Here 4 · 106 pp interactions at 
√

s = 7 TeV are considered in 
order to compare then the model calculations with the extensive 
data obtained at this energy by ALICE collaboration [10]. The mul-
tiplicity distributions of charged particles Pnch (nch) for NSD events 
with i = 1, 2, . . . , 11 soft Pomerons are shown in Fig. 3. These dis-
tributions have a Gaussian-like structure and become broader with 
the increase of the number of soft Pomerons Ns_Pom in the event. 
The average multiplicity of charged hadrons also increases with 
rising Ns_Pom . Note, that sub-processes with hard Pomerons are 
included in the analysis.

To examine the role of hard processes, Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) de-
pict Pnch (nch) distributions for the events with zero and with one 
soft Pomeron, respectively, and up to seven hard Pomerons. In 
events without the soft Pomerons, the hard Pomerons enhance 
the multiplicity distribution of double-diffractive process by ca. 
50%, see Fig. 4(a). The width of the final distribution, however, 
is almost insensitive to the number of hard Pomerons, Nh_Pom . In 
contrast, events with one soft and several hard Pomerons, shown 
in Fig. 4(b), demonstrate a shift in the positions of maxima of 
multiplicity distributions from 40 for 1SP + 1HP events to 100 for 
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Fig. 4. Multiplicity distributions of charged hadrons in NSD pp collisions at √s =
7 TeV for processes with (a) zero and (b) one soft Pomerons. Solid circles show the 
total distributions, whereas lines indicate partial contributions of sub-events with 0, 
1, 2, etc. hard Pomerons.

Fig. 5. Dependence of average multiplicity 〈nB 〉 on nF in NSD pp collisions at √
s = 7 TeV in QGSM. Solid circles and solid line denote the distributions for all 

NSD events and for the events without hard processes, respectively. Other symbols 
indicate 〈nB (nF )〉 distributions for sub-events with only soft Pomerons, Ns_Pom =
0, 1, . . . , 7.

1SP + 7HP ones. Similar effect takes place in events with two and 
more soft Pomerons. It causes the rise of high-multiplicity tails of 
the distributions shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 displays dependence 〈nB 〉 on nF for sub-events in NSD 
pp collisions at 

√
s = 7 TeV without hard Pomerons and with fixed 

number of soft Pomerons, increasing from zero to seven. All but 
double-diffractive distributions are remarkably flat indicating no 
forward–backward multiplicity correlations within each class of se-
lected events. However, the integrated samples of NSD collisions 
with and without the hard processes demonstrate clearly the pos-
itive dependence of 〈nB〉 on nF . Positive slope of full 〈nB〉(nF )

distribution confirms the statement that mixing of events with 
different mean values will lead to the correlations in the whole 
sample [32,34]. Compared to lower energies, hard processes are 
more abundant at LHC, and their contribution makes the slope 
of 〈nB(nF )〉 steeper. The non-zero slope of 〈nB(nF )〉 for double-
Fig. 6. The same as Fig. 5 but for sub-events with two soft Pomerons and with 
Nh_Pom = 0, 2, . . . , 8 hard Pomerons. Solid symbols show the 〈nB (nF )〉 dependence 
for all sub-events with two soft Pomerons and all hard Pomerons.

diffractive processes is also explained by mixing of sub-processes 
with different mean multiplicities, see Fig. 1(e)–(g).

For the events with both soft and hard Pomerons the picture 
is more peculiar. Dependencies 〈nB(nF )〉 for sub-events with two 
soft Pomerons and even number of hard Pomerons are shown in 
Fig. 6(a), whereas Fig. 6(b) depicts the combination of spectra with 
2, 4, etc. hard Pomerons, presented in Fig. 6(a). With the increase 
of number of hard Pomerons in a sub-event, the individual dis-
tributions start to develop slightly negative slopes. But mixing up 
these sub-events leads to appearance of positive correlation clearly 
seen in Fig. 6(b). Therefore, the slope bcorr increases in the model 
with rising collision energy because more sub-processes with dif-
ferent mean multiplicities become available.

Recall, that the FB correlations are usually explained by the in-
terplay of the short range correlations arising from the decay of 
individual sources and the long range correlations originating from 
the fluctuations in the number of sources. Our findings strongly 
support this conclusion. By selecting certain sub-events, we fix 
the number of strings, i.e., sources of particles. Fluctuations in 
the number of sources means mixing of sub-events with different 
amount of strings which also have different mean multiplicities.

As was shown in [20], inclusion of string–string interactions in 
the model via the string fusion mechanism reduces the number of 
strings which leads to decrease of the correlation strength bcorr . 
However, the reduction of the bcorr in pp interactions even at ul-
trarelativistic energies appears to be less than 5% because of not 
very high densities of the strings, in stark contrast to heavy ion 
collisions [20].

3.2. Comparison with the experimental data

Average values of 〈nB(nF )〉 in NSD pp collisions at 
√

s = 7 TeV
reported in [10] were obtained under the kinematic cuts 0.3 ≤
pT ≤ 1.5 GeV/c and 0 ≤ η ≤ 0.8. Model calculations shown in 
Fig. 7 agree reasonably well with the data. The average multi-
plicities 〈nB〉 and accessible multiplicity intervals in nF for the 
processes with n = 1, . . . , 7 soft Pomerons indicate that all sub-
processes contribute to events with charged particle multiplicity 
nF below 10, while for higher nF the number of contributed 
topologies is reduced. As a consequence, the slope of 〈nB (nF )〉 be-
comes more acclivous. Note, however, that the imposed kinematic 
cuts completely remove the contributions from double-diffractive 
processes in addition to the single-diffractive ones. To show this 
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Fig. 7. The same as Fig. 5 but for hadrons within the kinematic region 0.3 ≤ pT ≤
1.5 GeV/c and 0.2 ≤ η ≤ 0.8. Solid squares and circles indicate QGSM calculations 
and ALICE data from [10], respectively. Solid triangles denote the calculations of 
NSD events in full phase space.

we plot in Fig. 7 QGSM calculations for NSD pp events in full 
range of rapidity and transverse momentum. One can see char-
acteristic oscillations of 〈nB (nF )〉 distribution at nF ≤ 16, arising in 
diffractive events because of the charge conservation. Namely, the 
mid-rapidity gap is large and the most typical configurations are 
odd numbers of charged particles in each hemisphere. For even 
number of charged hadrons in forward hemisphere there should be 
emission of one particle from backward hemisphere. The process 
is likely to occur in high-multiplicity diffraction after the decays of 
resonances. The odd multiplicities in low nF region do not need 
this constraint. Therefore, for low number of nF the oscillations in 
FB correlations are quite significant, whereas the larger the num-
ber nF , the less pronounced the peaks are.

Further analysis is done in terms of midrapidity gaps ηgap , 
hadrons of which are excluded from the investigation, and the 
widths of selected pseudorapidity bins δη in both hemispheres. 
Following [10], we vary the ηgap from 0 to 1.2 and perform the 
study for δη = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. These distributions are dis-
played in Fig. 8 for NSD pp collisions at 

√
s = 900 GeV, 2.76 TeV, 

7 TeV and 13 TeV. Comparing the model results with the data 
obtained at first three energies, one can see that QGSM both quan-
titatively and qualitatively describes two general features. Firstly, 
parameter bcorr increases with broadening of δη at fixed rapid-
ity gap ηgap . Secondly, for fixed δη the strength of FB multiplicity 
correlations drops with increasing midrapidity gap ηgap in accord 
with the observations at lower energies [4,7]. This means that the 
string processes contribute to FB correlations in central rapidity 
region, whereas for well-separated areas in forward and backward 
hemispheres the long-range FB correlations are absent. Predictions 
made for correlations at 

√
s = 13 TeV show further increase of 

bcorr . The decrease of the slope parameter at fixed δη with ris-
ing ηgap is not so steep because of the broadening of midrapidity 
region.

The FB multiplicity correlations are studied in different az-
imuthal sectors for pp collisions at 900 GeV and 7 TeV. The model 
calculations are plotted onto the ALICE data in Fig. 9. The width 
of the rapidity bin is δη = 0.2 and the azimuthal angle of each 
sector is ϕ = π/4. Similar to analysis shown in Fig. 8, the midra-
pidity gap varies from ηgap = 0.2 to 1.4. Note, that the results at 
7 TeV are reduced by factor 2. Except of the absolute strength of 
Fig. 8. FB correlation parameter bcorr as a function of ηgap in four rapidity bins (from 
bottom to top): δη = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 in pp collisions at √s = 900 GeV, 2.76 TeV, 
7 TeV and 13 TeV. Stars and circles denote the model calculations and the ALICE 
data from [10], respectively. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.

Fig. 9. FB correlation parameter bcorr for azimuthally separated sectors of ϕ = π/4
as a function of midrapidity gap at fixed δη = 0.2 in pp collisions at √s = 900 GeV
(left column) and 7 TeV (right column). Results for 7 TeV are reduced by factor 2. 
Lines and asterisks denote the model calculations and the data from [10], respec-
tively.

the correlations, there is a very weak difference between the dis-
tributions at 900 GeV and 7 TeV. The correlation strength between 
the different sectors in Fig. 9 is order of magnitude weaker com-
pared to azimuthally integrated results shown in Fig. 8. It is worth 
noting the different ϕ-dependence of the FB correlations at midra-
pidity and in more peripheral regions. At ηgap = 0.2 the strength 
of the correlations drops slightly with ϕsep rising from zero to π , 
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Fig. 10. FB correlation parameter bcorr for windows of width δη = 0.2 as a func-
tion of ηgap in three pT intervals: 0.52 GeV/c ≤ pT < 0.70 GeV/c (bottom curve), 
0.70 GeV/c ≤ pT < 1.03 GeV/c (medium curve), and 1.03 GeV/c ≤ pT < 6.0 GeV/c
(upper curve) in QGSM calculations of pp collisions at √s = 7 TeV. Symbols denote 
the data from [10].

whereas at ηgap = 1.2 a weak increase of the bcorr is observed. 
QGSM reproduces the correlations in η − ϕ windows at both en-
ergies quite well. The 20% underestimation of the near-side rise of 
the correlation strength at small �η can be attributed to relative 
lack of resonances in the model.

Finally, Fig. 10 displays the correlation parameter bcorr for win-
dows of width δη = 0.2 as a function of ηgap in different transverse 
momentum intervals in pp collisions at 

√
s = 7 TeV. Data obtained 

by ALICE Collaboration [10] are plotted onto the QGSM calculations 
as well. We see that bcorr increases for hadrons with larger pT for 
all intervals ηgap . These data help us to discriminate between the 
possible scenarios of jet distribution in pseudorapidity. If the jets 
are uniformly distributed, the pT dependence of the bcorr in QGSM 
is similar to that obtained in PHOJET model (see Fig. 13b of [10]). 
Correct description of the data, shown in Fig. 10, is attained if one 
assumes the Gaussian distribution of jets in η-space.

4. Conclusions

Multiplicity correlations in forward and backward hemispheres 
are studied in pp collisions at energies 200 GeV ≤ √

s ≤ 13 TeV
within the quark–gluon string model. No tuning of the free pa-
rameters of the model was performed. The linear dependence of 
〈nB〉 on nF is reproduced within the whole energy range. The main 
contribution to the FB correlations comes from the multistring 
processes due to multi-Pomeron exchanges. These processes have 
different multiplicity distributions, and the FB multiplicity corre-
lations arise because of superposition of such sub-processes with 
different mean multiplicities. For the events with fixed amount of 
soft and hard Pomerons the forward–backward correlations are ab-
sent. The increase of the variety of sub-processes explains the rise 
of the correlation strength bcorr with increasing collision energy. 
Deviation of the 〈nB(nF )〉 distributions from linear behaviour in 
the range of high nF multiplicities is due to reduction of number 
of multi-particle processes contributing to these events.

Comparison with experimental data shows that QGSM correctly 
reproduces (i) increase of bcorr with rising 

√
s; (ii) increase of bcorr

with broadening width of the bin δη at midrapidity range; (iii) 
decrease of bcorr with increasing (mid)rapidity gap �η between 
the tested FB particle samples; and (iv) FB multiplicity correlations 
in η − ϕ windows. Experimental data on changing of bcorr(ηgap)

with rising transverse momentum favour the Gaussian distribution 
of jets in pseudorapidity. Predictions are made for 

√
s = 13 TeV. 

Also, we predict oscillations in strength of FB correlations in both 
single-diffractive and double-diffractive collisions in the full phase 
space. In these interactions the distributions 〈nB (nF )〉 should peak 
at even values of nF and drop at odd nF values for nF ≤ 16. The 
origin of the oscillations is linked to the conservation of electric 
charge.
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